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Headscarves To Die For - The New York Times
Snow (Turkish: Kar) is a postmodern novel by Turkish writer
Orhan Pamuk. Published in Turkish in , it was translated into
English by Maureen Freely and.
Girl in Snow voted best Crime novel in Hearst Big Book
Initiatve
[Snow] is forever confounding our expectations.”–Vogue“A novel
of profound relevance to the present moment. [The] debate
between the forces of secularism .
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Orhan Pamuk's Snow: a book about 'other' people – and
therefore us | Books | The Guardian
Orhan Pamuk's new novel, “Snow” (translated from the Turkish
by Maureen Freely; Knopf; $26), abounds with modernist tracer
genes.
Amy Snow by Tracy Rees
Ka comes into the eastern Turkish town of Kars on the last
bus, with the snow falling, and the roads are closed behind
him. On a visit from exile in Germany, he is.
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The book is full of winning characters, from Ka himself Snow:
A Novel Blue, a handsome Islamist terrorist with the gift of
the gab, an actor-manager and his wife who tour small
Anatolian towns staging revolutionary plays and coups de main,
and Serdar Bey, the local newspaper editor, who has a habit of
writing up events Snow: A Novel running them off his ancient
presses before they occur. He is shattered to find Necip's
body in the morgue and identifies him as the one who led him
to Blue. But it is entertaining, covers some interesting
issues and is a fun read. Viewall30comments. My favorite: Mrs.
I've grown up on European literature, with its dense and
intricate plotlines, stories with no particular rush Snow: A
Novel reach conclusion and no linear path in getting there, in
contrast to the fast-paced western literature with spare
plotlines, quick action, and neatly wrapped-up endings.
Dithering, reflective Ka, the embodiment of Turkish
ambivalence, is, we learn, a Gemini. PreviewYourReview.Both
Kadife and Blue agree.
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